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THE PORTUGUESE CASADOS AND THE 
INTRA-ASIAN TRADE: 1500-1663

Pius Malekandathil

The casados (meaning family-men especially the Portuguese citizens 
married to native women) formed an important segment of the merchant 
communities in Portuguese Asia and their emergence as a bourgeoise 
class in the Indian Ocean region played a vital role in re-shaping the 
commercial strategy of the Portuguese. It was actually the casado 
traders who brought fabulous wealth and prosperity to the Portuguese 
settlements including Goa and Cochin. And its credit should go 
primarily to the exclusive Asian dimension given by the casados to 
their commerce, a policy by which the wealth accrued from trade was 
made to concentrate in their own centres, without letting it flow to 
mother country. From the role of petty traders and shopkeepers of the 
Albuquerquian times, they emerged as a powerful mercantile group 
by joining hands with the native traders, a rapport which was made 
possible through their marriage relations with native women. 
Eventually the economic stature of the casados grew rapidly with their 
entry into the vacuum created by the relative ousting of the traditional 
Muslim merchants from trade opportunities.

The shaping off a mercantile community
It was Afonso Albuquerque (as early as 1510), the protagonist of the 
policy of mixed marriages, who encouraged the Portuguese who 
married native women to take up local trade as a means of livelihood. 
He also encouraged them to start petty shops and small businesses.1 
The taste of profits generated by this trade induced in them a desire to 
participate in wider commercial network. Eventually the casados began 
to claim th$*right to conduct commerce by virtue of their Portuguese 
origin and marital status. They wanted less state interference and an 
atmosphere of free trade. This made the Portuguese with private 
interests get organized into a lobbying group in Cochin, knOWh as the 
“Cochin group’\  with a view to staging organised opposition to state 
intervention, which Afonso Albubuerque had implemented by in  
elaboratesystem of fortresses.2 The king of Cochin,whose 
more on the customs revenue fromthe private tradeof the cmados, 
also jollied hands with them in setting up a commercial empire, where 
their private interests were protected.3 Iri fact thenominationof 
Soares de Albergia, fc'ho was a representati vef of the? ̂ o ch i#  gtfoiip*,



. astheuccessor to AfonsoAlbuquerque in 151£, was a victory of the 
private erifts^risersamong the casados. This hew governor eventually 
demarcated forthe c&ttk/o entrepreneurs & space east of Cape Comorin, 
which wras relatively free of state interference.4

Hie casados made use of this liberal atmosphere of private trade 
to the maximum by establishing commercial contacts with Bengal, 
Malacca and South East Asia. In fact with the voyage of Fernao Peres 

Andrade, who was appointed in 1515 as the “captainfor discovering 
the Bay of Bengal and China**,5 Bengal and other eastern parts of Indian 
Ocean, along with Malacca, entered the commercial geography of the 
Portuguese. 0 . Joao da Silveira, who sailed from Cochin to Bengal in 
1518, explored further commercial prospects of the Gangetic delta for 
the emerging casado traders.6 In 1522-23, Diogo Pereira, who was 
greatly associated with the private trade of Cochin, was moving about 
in Bengal and Pegu trying to open the doors for the commerce of pepper 
from Cochin and procuring wares in exchange.7 On another occasion, 
he took from Cochin pepper, along with copper and silk, to Cambay 
and Chaul and on sale, got 16,000 pardaos in gold.8 Followed by the 
initial explorative attempts, the casados were seen focussing more on 
the eastern parts of Indian Ocean; but trade with the ports of the western 
coast was also keenly maintained.

By 1520 the casado’s involvement in Asian trade became more 
active and vibrant. Consequently, they began to make use of large 
quantities of timber for the construction of ships to serve their 
purposes. As private^rade of the casados increased, the need for the 
timber to build ships equally increased. This began to affect adversely 
the royal ship>building centre of Cochin. In 1523, it was reported that 
wood for shipbuilding was scarce in Cochin as it was all purchased 
by the casados, who had opted to live in India and conduct their own 
trade.9 Once the piiyat/t casado traders started bringing wealth by way 
of titoir trade, the king of Cochin wanted to have a share of it as port 
dues. He had every right to claim customs revenue* as the port of 
Cochin ypas situated in his kingdom. Slut the Portuguese authorities 

not prepared to share with the native king the customs taxes which 
tfeeyt coU$cted,Inl529, the king pf Cochin wrote to King John III of 

repeating his claim to theduties on all the ships of casados 
that canje Irhxi Malacca and Seng*!.1® The, governor, Lopo Vaz de 
Sampayo, whowasfirmagainstthe sharing of customs duties with 

. ^  Ummmg the &f>g of Cochin in h»& own
• ot|24thFebruary 1530* King foha III
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the latter was the owner of the port of Cochin.'2
How could the sudden rise of the casados in intra-Asian trade be 

accounted for? Most of the historians do not explain the reasons and 
factors that favoured the abrupt emergence of the casados and the 
replacement of the traditional Muslim merchants of Cochin by them 
from the pre-eminent position the latter held in intra-Asian commerce. 
In fact, the actual transition began with the frequent attacks and 
confiscation of Muslim ships in the name of cartazes by the Portuguese 
authorities, who favoured the private initiatives of the casados of 
Cochin. During the early days of Portuguese arrival the Muslim 
merchants of Cochin were their greatest allies and suppliers (especially 
Cherina Marakkar, Mamale Marakkar, Mitos Marakkar, Nino 
Marakkar, Coje Mappila, Abraham Mappita, etc.) and this continued 
till the death of Afonso de Albuquerque.13 By 1520’s, the Portuguese 
attitude towards them changed and the Estado officials began to use 
frequently the cartazes, which authorized them to check and confiscate 
any vessel, as a convenient tool to weaken the commercial strength of 
these traditional Muslim traders (if not to destroy .them) and to create 
out of their weakness a space for the emerging casados.14 Many.of 
them became prey to the torture-tactics, to which Zaynuddin refers.15 
Kuti Ali turned out to be a corsair, when the Portuguese governor, 
who previously joined hands with him to send pepper to Red Sea ports, 
himself confiscated the whole cargo as contraband and appropriated 
the vessel.16 By 1524, being fed up with the confiscation of the ships 
and the Portuguese oppression, the leading Muslim merchants of 
Cochin like Kunjali Marakkar, his brother Ahmad Marakkar, their uncle 
Muhammadali Mairakkar and other dependents left Cochin and settled 
down in Calicut, with a staunch resolution to fight the Portuguese.’7 It 
is significant here to note that among these offended Muslim merchants 
of Cochin was the first Kunjali, who was driven to organize guerrilla 
warfare and corsair activities against the Portuguese.l* Another 
important Muslim trader of Cochin to become a corsair, when the 
Portuguese captured two ships sent by him to Cambay, was Pate 
Marakkar, who had been a great friend and collaborator o f the 
Portuguese in the early days of their arrival. On the confiscation of 
his vessels, he went to Calicut and joined his nephew, Kunjali Marakkar 
as a corsair.19 It is to be specially noted that the casados emerged as 
the principal tftufeg* of the Asian waters only withthe estrangement 
of the traditional Muslimmerchant magnates from Cochirt. With the 
transfer of residence to C^!eut by promitieiii Muslim 
second-rate merchants of this group, who remained la Cocftti# were 
reduced to ped&Hhg traders or petty sfco^-lteepeft.
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merchants, who were alienated from Cochin as well as the Portuguese 
sp&jn andmoved to Calicut, had to resort to corsair activities as an 
alternative trade.*0

Meanwhile, some casados of Cochin also collaborated with these 
corsairs and Muslim merchants to expand their commercial horizons. 
Their marriage relationship with Muslim women facilitated such a 
rapport, which otherwise would have been unthinkable. Thus we find 
references to the Portuguese casados, who were living almost five or 
six leagues away from Cochin in places like Culimute(?), making 
amaments for Kunjali’s men and trading with them on contraband 
commodities. They also built ships for the Muslim pirates and helped 
the latter to enlarge their fleet.21 These casados with the help of Muslim 
corsairs even attacked the fleet of theEstado, an act which committed 
out of common economic interests. The reason for the association of 
the casados with the Muslim corsairs was explained by one Diogo 
Fernandes as due to the Muslim origin of the wives of the casados. In 
1537, he wrote to the King John III that these Portuguese casados 
were married to native women, whose parents were Muslims.22 By 
1530s the casados had begun to wield a great amount of economic 
power, extending their commercial network all over Indian Ocean.

Flow from Portugal and the Move towards a Parallel Commercial 
Empire
By 1530, we find a radical change in the demographic structure and 
composition of the Portuguese settlments in India. Though Lazarus 
Nurnbuiger, saw in Cochin in 1517 a total of 300 houses,23 we do not 
know for sure how many of them were occupied by married Portuguese 
citizens. On 12th July 1527, Luis Martins from Portalegre wrote that 
there were 1000 men (including the unmarried soldiers) in Cochin 
andthe number of married people was 160.24 Later with the flow of 
people from the mother country, the number of married people living 
in Cochun jiJcreased co^siderably. The exodus of people from Portugal

families andfrequent outbreakof pestilence.
* Th^faramcsof 152J* 1522 and the pestilence of 1524 that broke out

for
greatpestilenceof l530-31 in Lisbon

• flf» t^e «a^t# and the

foterthey

Meanwhile, from !533 onwards, many new CJttfstiatMt also began to
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flee from Portugal as their life there had become precarious and came 
to India, especially to Cochin in search of greater security and tolerance 
as well as to take advantage of the new opportunities for trade and 
commerce-28 By 1542* there were altogether 15,000 Christians in 
Cochin (area) of whom more than 300 were casados, married and 
settled down in the city of Santa Cruz of Cochin.29 In 1546, there were 
570 Portuguese men residing in Cochin out of whom 343 were married 
settlers.30 The number of the married Portuguese settlers rose to 500 
by 1551.31 It is to be specially remembered that withthe transfer of the 
political headquarters of the Por tuguese Estado da India and the allied 
men and machinery from Cochin to Goa in 1530, the number of the 
casados in Cochin did not go down, but on the contrary went on 
increasing. The transfer of administrative machinary to Goa did not 
affect the casados, as the latter were living primarily on commerce.

These newcomers began to take up trade as a means of livelihood 
and to cooperate with the first generation of casados, who had already 
established a vast commercial network. The Portuguese authorities 
had to accommodate themselves to this situation and adopt a policy in 
which sufficient space was carved out for the commercial enterprise 
of these people. Chances for decent livelihood and opportunities for 
private initiatives were offered to them through the system of licences, 
voyages and other trade concessions. It is highly probable that their 
participation in the diversion of pepper was also tacitly allowed, to a 
certain extent.32 The governor Jorge Cabral (1549-1550) wrote that 
over half of the Portuguese in Asia refused to obey his mobilization 
orders for the Diu campaign, implicitly meaning that they were least 
interested in royal service; but only in private trade.33

The crown seems to have encouraged these traders not only because 
commerce provided a livelihood to them; but also because they were 
slowly emerging as a substitute to the traditional Muslim merchants. 
Some sort of relaxation in the royal monopoly was allowed hi such a 
way that their private initiatives might get better results. On the other 
hand, with regard to the quintaladas, the voyages, licences and other 
trade concessions, the Portuguese had created a system in which the 
king was required only to pay less while the individuals had to earn 
the rest by his personal initiatives. When the crown itself faced a 
financial crisis at home, this arrangement saved the king from paying 
for expenses and at the same time it securedfor him an extra income 
by way of customs dtity.^4 > • .* -

Meanwhite, the royal monopoly over the spice trade in Malacca 
and Moluccas ceased toexist in 1533 and 153^ ‘This
made the casados bag huge profits by actively ihvdlvingthemselves



in the Bengal-Malacca-Coromandel-Malacca and Cochin-Malacca 
routesln •-1339, the trade in cloves and nutmegs was announced as 
free attd everyone wasallowed to get the species in the Moluccas; but 
one third ofthe transported amount had to be sold to the crown at the 
buying price.36 This attracted tht  casados to go to the sources of spices 
in South East Asia. The diverse commodities like cloves from the 
Moluccas, nutmeg and mace from Banda, pepper from Sumatra and 
Sunda, sandalwood from Timor, camphor from Borneo, benzoin from 
Sumatra* aloes from Sumatra and Cochin-China were brought to 
Malacca. Along with these plant products these were also Malacca 
musk, sealing wax and precious stones from Burma and North Siam, 
exported through Pegu, tin from the Malay peninsula and some gold 
from Sumatra. From Malacca, though one part of these commodities 
went to China and Japan, a strong stream moved through the casado 
traders to Cochin. Some were also taken to Portugal and the rest to 
Cambay and Ormuz for distribution in West Asia.37 After the 
establishment of Macao in 1557, merchandise from China, especially 
finished goods like porcelain, silk, lacs, jewellery and minted brass 
began to be taken to Cochin and Goa with the help of the casados?*

Indian textiles were taken in large volume for exchange in the 
Archipelago, as the spices of South East Asia were to be paid in textiles 
rather than in money.39 The three main weaving places in India were 
Gujarat* Coromandel coast and the kingdom of Bengal. The casados 
took from Cochin pepper, ginger, coir, coconuts and other wares from 
China'and Malacca to Diu, Surat and Chau! to collect raw cotton and 
textiles.40 They were also exchanging pepper for rice Coromandel. 
Meanwhile, the Ccfcomandel-Malacca trade carrying textiles from 
Nagapattinam and Mylapore to the entrepots of Archipelago for the 
spices also went on uninterruptedly.41 Hie casados who used to take 
pepper (sometimes with proper lincences; but very often smuggled 
the pepper) from Cochin to Bengal played a crucial role in the textile 
trade of Bengal. Though some were taken to Malacca, Cochin was the 
major outlet for the textiles of Bengal that came through the ports of 
Bipli* Chittagong, Satgon and Dianga. By 1540s pepper smuggling to 
Bengal, Pegu and China, carried out with the help of the casados of 
Cochin and Estado officials, became so frequent that the European 
trad# began to dwindle.42

<. The casados were also importing horses from Ormuz to Cochin. 
Though <3oa was the main Indian port for the import of horses from 
Ar^i%-cin jy e ra p  pf £000 horses a year)/3 the casados of Cochin 
alSsO atte^ptedtotry theirluckby importing horses to Cochin.Inl533, 
|>,jjao 4a C?uz with duepemi^sionimported horses to’,Cochin to be

m  IHC: Proceedings, 61st(MeUennium)Session, 2001
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taken to the Pearl Fishery coast, Travancore and to the kingdomspf 
Chymbechenaque (Tumbhichi Nayak) and Beteperemal (Vettura 
Perumal).44 In 1546 Henrique de Souza Chichorro says that the horses 
taken to Cape Comorin from Ormuz via Cochin did not yield niuch 
profit. So he was asking permission to take sugar, rice and lac from 
Satgon {[Porto Pequeno of Bengal) to Cochin.45 But in 1547,. we find 
the Ouvidor of Cochin remarking that many casados of the city were 
taking horses to Cape Comorin from Cochin for trade.46 This trade 
appeared to be so lucrative that even the new Christian traders like 
Luis Rodrigues also began to take horses to Cape Comorin for sale.47 
The crown wanted to stop the import of horses to Cochin for 
distribution in South India as it adversely affected the revenues of 
Goa. However, the casados continued with this commerce ignoring 
the royal orders.48

Meanwhile the king of Cochin, who got the customs right from 
the Portuguese in 1530, eventually reduced the rate of customs duty 
charged at his port from 6 per cent (which was equivalent to that of 
Goa and other Portuguese customs houses) to a concessional rate of 
3.5 per cent for the casado merchants. This was a part of the strategy 
of the ruler to attract more and more casado traders to this port. As 
this customs revenue went into the coffer of the native king of Cochin, 
all other non-casados carrying commodities for Cochin, were asked 
by the Portuguese authorities to go first to Goa and pay 6 per cent 
duties there. Then only they were allowed to unload their cargo in 
Cochin. However, the casados could take commodities directly to the 
port of Cochin and clear the customs there.

But the traditional merchants of India including the Gujaratis 
evaded the Portuguese customs house of Goa by entering into deals 
with the casados of Cochin, who used to bring the goods of non- 
Portuguese traders through the customs house of Cochin claiming 
ownership. The casados thus helped their Indian commercial partners 
from making extra-travel to Goa and from paying high duties there. 
This led to a wider and deeper nexus, on the one hand, between the 
casados and the traditional merchants of Asia and on the other hand 
between the casados and the king of Cochin, an operational 
arrangement, which almost created a parallel commercial network 
sidelining the Estado.49

Eventually there arose a conflict between the casados and the 
mother-country bomfidalgos, whom the crown preferred in distributing 
concessions and public charges.** As Dtogo de Couto szy& iti Soldado 
Practice, the kingdom of Portugal “could maintain only o le more 
child*51 and all members of the Portuguese ntfbfefc clais, except the*

, “ ' ' svt t-f*' ~ i 'A". - - ? « >- v % f a*



dfcf  ̂inherited the family property looked at India as la 
ctfKAftfjf Wf&^they cotild set up life and make wealth if they got the 
c£$tiSft^ ofsome of its fortresses.52 The casadosand the ecclesiastical 
dignitart^s like DoA Jorge Temudo, the first bishop of Cochin, strongly 
dpposedthe mass reservation given to tficfidalgos. He wrote that India 
neededonly two dozen s of goodfidalgos to be appointed as governors 
aftd ih&’ captains: For the rest, the casados could manage by 
thfefnselves.”  With th£ help of the ecclesiastical dignitaries, casados 
opposed the hegemony of the fidalgos, which the latter exercised in 
politics'lts governors and captains as well as in commerce which they 
used to enjoy as the grantees of frequent voyages. The casados had 
even developed a system almost parallel to and relatively independent 
of the official arrangements. By 1559, even a rumour spread that the 
Estadoda India, taking advantage of the presence of Dom Constantino 
de Braganza, a noble of royal blood as viceroy, had cut the ties with 
Lisbon. The move against the fidalgo- dominated Estado by the 
casadost who had acquired sufficient financial basis and had 
established trade networks all over Indian Ocean regions independent 
of Estado control, alarmed Lisbon. The crown felt it necessary to 
appease this group and attempts were made to protect the casado trade 
from competition and to reserve some navigational lines of regional 
trade for diem.54

The heyday of Private Trade
With liberalisation of Indo-European commerce in 1570, the casados 
got mom freedom and opportunity to extend their private trade,”  In 
fact the period from 1570 to 1600, when private trade flourished 
unprecedentedly, witnessed the most prosperous phase in Portuguese 
India* making its city-centres the most fabulous and the richest in Asia. 
Bengal textiles including the khasas, malmals and silks continued to 
be brought to Cochin by its casado traders in considerable volume.5* 
The vessels that carried pepper and other spices from Malabar used to 
take back rice from Bengal and Pegu also as a return cargo. On 17th 
May 1590, the casados brought to the city of Santa Cruz about 900 
candis of rice from Bengal and 500 candis from Pegu.57 All through 
the period between 1592 and 1597, for which we have ample 
documentary evidence,58 the rice ports of Bengal were frequently 
contacte#by the casados to take foodstuffs for Kerala. '

It wa$almo$t withthe samefrequency thatthe ports ofCoromandel 
coastwere visited'by the casado trader of Cc&fcin, is the last thr$e

example, 0 th  May 1590,1 the casados brought to Cochin from

S ft IHC: Proceedings, 61st(Mtlienmum) Session, 2001
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Nagapattinam 400candis of rice for whichfour candis were given to 
Thome Roiz, the collector of “one per cent”, as share for the city of 
Cochin.59 Besides rice, textiles formed a great portion of the 
commodities taken from the ports of Coromandel (among which 
Mylapore and Nagapattinam were the prominent ones) to Cochin. In 
1605, the crown asked the Viceroy to see to it that the textiles brought 
from Coromandel ports were sold only in exchange for spices and 
drugs.60 This royal direction was supposed to have been given to attract 
more spices from the hinterland to Cochin.

With the liberalisation of spice trade in 1570, Malacca was 
proclaimed a free port and it was decreed that the spices bought there 
should not pay duties or fees on being taken to Goa and Cochin.61 The 
casados of Cochin took a better advantage of this trade-concession 
than their counterparts in Goa, as they were required to pay only less 
tax to the native ruler upon their arrival. During the last decades of 
the sixteenth century, many casado traders from Cochin used to conduct 
frequent commercial trips to Malacca, where they, as in 1598 for 
example, through their trade tactics controlled the price of the market 
to their advantage.62 Some of them also used to take commodities from 
Malacca and South East Asia to Coromandel ports in exchange for 
textiles and were bagging considerable profit. However, the crown 
often desired that this trade be conducted directly with Cochin or Goa 
so that the Estado also might profit out of it by extracting the customs. 
In 1591, a royal order was issued notifying that no commercial 
embarkation from Malacca should be made to Santhome (Mylapore), 
Nagapattinam or any other ports except to Cochin or Goa under the 
penalty of losing their merchandise. This notice was affixed in the 
various public places of the city of Malacca.63

China, into which penetration was made possible after 1560 via 
Macao and Malacca, was always a prospective market for thecasatfos.64 
A large volume of silk and porcelain was brought to Cobhin from 
Chinese production centres by the casados. It is also believed that the 
settlers of Cochin had involvement in the trade of copper which was 
taken to India in bulk from China. There were instances when the 
individual traders were given licences to bring 12 quintals of copper 
per year. Further, there were many cases, as for examplein 1597, when 
ships from China were stopped at Cochin to unload copper there.65 
The hands of the casado trader sbehindthis deal becamemore evident 
as the frequency, With which the Chinese ships destinedtoGoa were 
stopped at Cochin for unloading merchandise under the pretext of bad 
monsoon^ increased.6* This mfetat was m high demand inKeralaas the 
flow of copper from Europe ceasedby the end Of the sixteenth century,
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Copper was required not only for the minting of coins, bat also for the 
mimufaciirrutg ofhousehold-utensils of the aristocratic families in 
Sooth particularly iii Kerala.

■ the important and interesting feature of this period
(particularly from 1570 to 1600) was that the armada of the south, 
instituted imtially to prevent the diversion of the spices, began to be 
used increasingly for protecting the private trade ofthe casados whose 
commercial empire strecheid into the eastern space of the Indian Ocean. 
It was because of the constant threat from the corsairs that the vessels 
of the casados were required to travel in caravans or in small groups, 
which were given fleet-protection from Cape Comorin to Cochin. 
(Later with the increase of Dutch menace, the cafila-armada system 
turned out to be a necessary protective factor for the commerce of the 
casados). Hie duty of conducting the coastal-patrolling upto Cape 
Comorin fell upon the shoulders of the city of Cochin and for 
maintaining this armada, the city extracted “one per cent” duty from 
every trader of this port.67 Even the ships from China destined to Goa 
were also asked to enter the port of Cochin,68 so that the city might get 
“one per cent share” towards the expense of the armada. With the 
conversion of the southern armada into a military arrangement to 
protect the private trade of the casados of Cochin, the municipality of 
this city was given the right to appoint the captain-in-chief of these 
armadas. In 1589, for example, the Viceroy D. Duarte de Menezes 
issued orders to the same effect.69 During the period between 1587 
amd 1598, the amount which the city of Santa Cruz paid for conducting 
the patrolling upto Cape Comorin was 25,078 pardaos, and it was 
collected as “one per fent “from the traders.70 Some of these fleets 
that were used for patrol consisted of many ships, as in the case of the 
fleet of Fernando Lobo, whose patrolling vessels were thirteen in 
number,71 Hie The transformation of the southern armada from a 
mechanism to safeguard the royal trade into one to protect the private 
trade of the casados was a typical example of how the various Estado 
institutions during this period,were made to serve and safeguard the 
private interests of the casados.n

Corresponding to the martime movements linking Cochin with the 
pons in the eastern space of the Indian Ocean* the casados developed 
trade-relfttions with the Maldives as & supplementary commercial 
a&tiViJty* 1^c«fo<&*bmugbt toCochin coir, which was in highdemand 
for the various purposes of the private ships,as; well as those of the

again taken from Cochin as a 
western African ports, indigo 

mflterials and cloth from Bengal and
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Pegu.73 The king of the Maldives, who had fled to Cochin in 1552 and 
had become a Christian, was residing in the city of Santa Cruz, during 
this period, under the name of D. Manuel. The Portuguese forces 
conquered the islands of Maldives in 1554 and defeating the new king 
Hassan, they built a fortress in Male and compelled the islands to pay 
annual tribute to their old sovereign, now resident in Cochin. D.Mauel 
in Cochin used to sell annual voyages to Maldives, which made 
available coir and cowries for the casados of Cochin, to be taken to 
Bengal and Gujarat. Cven after the acceptance of the sovereignty of 
the native Muslim king in 1567, the Portuguese continued to take a 
large quantity of coir and cowries from Maldives to Cochin, by way 
of trade-rights enjoyed by and the tribute given to the royal family in 
exile in Cochin.74

Coastal Malabar used to depend greatly on the rice-ports of Canara, 
and for obtaining the necessary food-stuffs. During the great drought 
and famine of 1587, to which Ferdinand Cron refers,75 the demand for 
food materials was unprecedentedly on the increase. The casados used 
to import great volume of rice.to Cochin during the period immediately 
after 1587 (till 1598) from the ports of Canara (especially from 
Mangalore), Bengal and Coromandel.7* The casados played a 
considerable role in the distribution trade of food materials. Rice was 
taken from Cochin occasionally to feed Malacca as well as Ceylon 
and taken to the Maldives for the exchange of commodities.77

The ports of Gujarat, from where commodities were taken to Persia, 
Arabia, East Africa and Europe via West Asia, were the leading and 
long-standing commercial targets of the casados of Cochin. Though 
the old Sultanate of Gujarat was incorporated into the Mughal territory 
in 1573, the^ettlers of Cochin procured the wares through the 
Portuguese bases in Chaul, Bassein, Damam and Diu. The casados 
took to Gujarat spices from Cochin, wares from China’ ai\d Malacca, 
coir and cowries from Maldives in exchange for textiles, indigo as 
well as opium.78 The casado trade between Cochin and the ports of 
Gujarat was always a contraversial one, as the bania merchants, who 
were the partners of the casado traders of Cochin, continued to send 
textiles and other commodities to the port of Cochin in the name of 
the latter, with a view to avoiding the Portuguese customs at Goa (where 
the customs rate was six per cent). The benefit of this commercial 
rapport was that the native partners of the casados were requited to 
pay only a concessional rate of three and a half per cent to th£ king of 
Cochin against six per cent in Portuguese customs houses. T$c loss
thus incurred tothe Portuguese Exchequer was an annual* amount of 
20,000 pardaos, by an estimate made in 1612”
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Ornuz in Persian Gulf provided an attractive exchange centre for 
t f t t a d U t e f c o | i t o  cdrritfteiclal links of the residents of Cochin
v d # 1 o  haviibfcen maintained through the ports of 
Gujarat attd occasionally through Ooa. However, the casados continued 
to direct-trips to this port of Persian Gulf to bring horses
to Cdchln, whose distribution in south India still continued to give 
them attractive trade prospects even after the disintegration of the 
Vijayanagara kingdom. These hoirses on which were paid 40 ducats as 
customs to the Portuguese authorities in Ormuz, were sold in South 
India for a value varying from 300 to 1000 ducats.80 The crown issued 
royal orders in 1594, for stopping the import of horses from Ormuz to 
Cochin and Canara, as it affected negatively the customs revenue of 
Goa. This order specially stipulated that the horses should be taken 
only to Goa. But it remained a dead letter, as the casado trade in horses 
continued in Cochin, as we see in the letter of king Philip I, dated 2nd 
January, 1596, for instance/1

Phase of Strain and Stress and the Exodus of Casados from Cochin
Prom 1600 began a very crucial period for the casados. On the one 
hand, there was the external problem which appeared with the severe 
and increasing threats raised to their navigational and commercial 
endeavours by the Dutch as well as the English. On the other hand 
there was the internal escalation which began when a good majority 
of the St. Thomas Christians, who formed the majority of spice- 
cultivators and had been active collaborators qf the Portuguese, turned 
against the Portuguese aft^r the Synod of Diamper convened in 1599. 
In fact, the Synod was convened at Diamper as a continuation of the 
policy to implement the decisions of Trent council (1545-1563) and 
to ehsttre uniform Latin liturgical practices and customs (as a 
precaution against possible heresy) among the native Christians, who 
had so far been following Syrian traditions.82 The powerful and wealthy 
section among the St. Thomas Christians under their leader the 
Archdeacon naturally opposed this move against their age old customs 
and traditions. Eventually the religious tensions in the hinterland were 
transferred to the economic activities of Cochin and the supply of spices 
fromthehinterland to the port of Cochin for European trade began to 
shpw ,dii;astic downward trends. The agitated cultivators and merchants 
amonj| St. Thomas Christians were reluctant to co-operate with 
thj  ̂ trad© in Cochin; instead* they began to divert
pommodities over the ghat-route to Coromandel ports. This gHat-route, 
which was in operation for centuries, turned out to be a new symbol

estranged native Christians.
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In January 1601, two royal letters were sent to Aires de Saldanha.the 
viceroy, asking him to favour specially the St. Thomas Christians and 
to win their good-will.8* From 1603 on, the pepper supply to the 
Portuguese factory in Cochin became scanty and no ships with spices 
departed from Cochin to Portugal during the period from 1605 to 
1609.84 So attempts were made to placate the members of this 
community by giving special gifts like sandal wood and knives to their 
merchants and priests (for example Tharaka of Kanjoor and Alexander 
Kattanar) and even by giving onefxerafin extra for each bhar of pepper 
brought by the members of the St. Thomas Christians. Moreover, the 
Archbishop of Cranganore, under whose jurisdiction the St. Thomas 
Christians were put, was given a special gift-money of 534 xerafins> 
so that his subjects might loyally supply spices only to the Portuguese;85 
but only very few.seems to have co-operated with the Portuguese after 
this turn of events. With the diminishing supply of pepper in Cochin 
and with the increasing flow of spices from the hinterland to 
Coromandel coast through the ghat-route, there commenced a mass 
exodus of casados from 1612, from Cochin to Nagapattinam, Mylapore 
and other parts of eastern coast to take advantage of the changed 
situation. Some of them even moved to Bengal, Pegu and Ceylon.8* 
These casados, with the new base in Coromandel, made higher profit 
by distributing the pepper coming through the ghat-route to Bengal, 
Pegu and China. Even the Dutch in Masulipatanam and Pulicate began 
to buy pepper increasingly from the traders of the ghat-route.87

Added to this, the increasing presence of the Dutch and the English 
began to be felt in the Indian Ocean region. Often Cochin was the first 
target of the Dutch attacks in Malabar carried out in the first decade 
of the seventeenth century. The peaceful atmosphere in Cochin was 
eventually destroyed and the Portuguese did not get enough 
merchandise for their Lisbon-bound vessels. As a result ths naos of 
Carreim da India stopped coming to Cochin to take pepper directly 
from there from 1612 onwards.88 Though the Truce of Antwerpgave 
some interim relief from the Dutch attacks during the period between 
1609 and 1621, all these developments togethercreated an atmosphere, 
where the enterpri sing casados naturally opted for migration to a better 
places, where their commercial initiatives wou!4 be properly 
safeguarded. The flow of spices from the production centres to the 
Coromandel ports through the ghat-route, that became very active after 
the estrangement of the pepper-producing community of the St. Thomas 
Christians from the Portuguese, made them concentmiip-^l^^oti-the 
coastal belt of Coromandel, Dom DiOgo GoutlnHc! mentions about the 
depopulation of
1615,*? On 6tb February 16*6, £ing Philip II refers ^  the-pro^lem of



slackening of trade.90 The 
also refers to the reduction of the 

city-{w|«|itotion o f Cochin to one-third, as a result of the mass exodus 
to prospefeti^ldestiitaitioits in the eastern areas of Indian Ocean.91 By 
1640 about half of the inhabitants of Cochin had left the city and most 
of its residential areas were depopulated.92 With the arrival of the 
casados from Cochin the populaton of the Portuguese settlements in 
Coromandel coast swelled and their economic condition began to 
improve. Thus, in 1644, for example, there were 800 Portuguese 
citizens with more than 20 fidalgas in Nagapattinam.93

The less fortunate among the casados seems to have pioneered 
the migration moves, to inake use of the changed situation for 
commercial explorations. However, the bourgeois group or the upper 
strata of the casados with substantial mercantile capital, who, though, 
were only a few in number, continued to play a vital role in the affairs 
of the Estado, as they were not that severely hit by these developments. 
The second decade of the seventeenth century presents an ironical 
situation; while many of the middle class and lower middle class trading 
settlers of the city of Cochin shifted their commercial bases to 
Nagapattinam, Mylapore, Pegu Ceylon and even the Gujarat ports for 
better commercial prospects, the rich casados of Cochin like Manuel 
da Fonseca, Isabel Frreira and Francisco Barbosa were supporting the 
structure of thc Estado by providing huge loans for conducting pepper- 
trade.94 Eventually by 1616, the loan given by them increased to 60,000 
cruzados, an amount whjich the Portuguese Exchequer could not repay 
in the future.95 This in fact virtually drained the commercial resources 
of the surviving traders of Cochin. The sudden withdrawal of a huge 
amount of 60,000 cruzados at a time when trade opportunities were 
minimum, put these entrepreneurs in a precarious position. Still at 
tins stage of financial crisis, some casados, as Sanjay Subramanyam 
says, continued commercial and navigational contacts vibrantly with 
Bengal;9* Their networks in Malacca, Ceylon, Maldives, Gujarat and 
Ormut were also relatively active till the termination of Antwerp Truce 
itt 162f: in 1616, Manuel da Fonseca, a citizen of Cochin from whom 
the Estado dftett borrowed money for pepper purchase, was found to 
be eagiig^d lit the pepper trade of Malacca. He used to buy pepper 
frefm Malacca with hit own personal money and bring it to Cochin.97 '
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the economic life of Cochin. As the casadoNetworks in the western 
space of Indian Ocean were intimately linked with commerce of Ormuz, 
its loss caused a general slackening of trade, which consequently 
worsened further the commercial position of the city of Santa Cruz.’8 
When Ormuz, the western terminal point of casado trade was Sealed 
off, Bengal in the east acted as an alternative commercial outlet. Hie 
Bengal-Cochin trade during 1630s was worth the value of 40,000 
xerafihs a year.*9 However, after 1632, with the capture of Hughli from 
the Portuguese by the Mughal general Qasim Khan, one of the most 
profitable commercial links, which the casados of Cochin had 
enviously maintained for such a long period, was almost cut off.

Meanwhile, the crown was thinking of instituting alternative 
arrangements for reviving the Indo-European commerce. On the model 
of English and Dutch commercial companies, crown also started a 
trading company known as “The Portuguese India Company” (PIC) in 
1629 to conduct Portugal’s trade with India. But because of heavy 
financial burdens, this company was liquidated in 1633.103 Even when 
the Portuguese authorities nurtured the idea of a commercial company, 
attempts were made to ensure the co-operation of the casados of Cochin 
to supply pepper in Lisbon. It was on 9th January 1627 that the Portugal 
authorities in Goa made a contract with Andre Simoes, a casado of 
Cochin to send one naveta every year to Portugal. This naveta was 
supposed to carry at least 2000 quintals of pepper.101 The first naveta 
reached Lisbon in 1628 and the second in 1630. We find the casados 
of Cochin despatching navetas regularly to Portugal till 1638.102

When the relatively better off casados were trying their luck by 
taking part in the European commerce, the lower middle class among 
the inhabitants were finding it extremely difficult to find a means of 
livelihood in Cochin against the general background of trade-decline 
and frequent attacks from the Dutch and the English. Migration to 
Nagapattinam and other Portuguese bases in the Coromandel increased, 
making them rich and prosperous centres. The. flight of the middle 
class traders from Cochin, who had chiefly been responsible for the 
opulence of the city, had worsened the economic position of Santa 
Cruz as well as of those who stayed over in the city and made the 
number of die poor people increase unprecedentedly. The miserable 
situation, which arose as a result of the lack of trade, stn*ck hard the 
members of the upper middle-class and* aa Agostinho da Almeida 
observed in !64()s, “those who were brought ^luxuriously in the 
midst of prosperity”. Many resorted even to beggingand ̂ fcwtitufion.*03

With the capture of Malacca in 1641 by the Dutch, Cochin’s 
commercial link with this traditional port of South Bast Asia was totally



cut p f lA s  ^m ostallthe profitable navigational lines were severed 
Qm by one, the commercialhorizon of the casados had shrank and 
what was lefjt $s the last resort was trade with the Gujarat ports. 
However^this top did not seem to have lasted long. The obligation 
thajLall: G&s0do$ of Cochin trading with the ports of Gujarat should 
pay customs at Goa (six per cent as against the concessional rate of 
three and a half at Cochin) mined even this branch of commerce. In a 
letter: dated 7th October 1644, the city of Cochin says that the decline 
of the commerce of Santa Cruz was because of the compulsory customs 
duties, which the casados of Cochin were obliged to pay at Goa, each 
time they moved to the north (evidently the ports of Gujarat). The city 
narrated the state of its poverty and suffering and it was hopefully 
requesting the crown for the permission to conduct trade with the ports 
of Gujarat without paying customs at Goa, a concession which the 
early kings of Portugal had granted to the casados before.104 But the 
Bstada, itself being in acute financial crisis, could not think of leaving 
the customs-share of casado commerce to the king of Cochin, even 
though the rate there was considerably low and hence very much 
advantageous to individual traders.

Thus the mercantile group of casados of Cochin, which had grown 
up and spread over to the entire Indian Ocean region with its prosperous 
branches of commerce, was the most powerful agent of Intra-Asian 
trade for more than a century. With their marriage to native women 
and establishment of commercial networks all over Asia with the help 
of. the native traders, they found a strong basis for an Asia-wide 
economic activity. T îeir entrepreneurial acumen supported by the 
policy of coercion from the Portuguese authorities ousted the powerful 
Muslim merchants from the main stream of commerce and confined 
the latter to the realms of peddling trade or piracy. The newly emerging 
bourgeios group of casados, with their increasing economic and 
political power, was viewed by the Estado authorities as a strong base 
torelyon in caseoffinanciaf and political difficulties. But the casados, 
who developed a parallel network independent of the arrangements of 
the iiriothercountry, preferred to be more Indian or Asian than European 

pro-Asian identity they maintained even when they extended 
he!|rtR^ hahB to the sinkingiS r̂i3i^d stnictQres. Cochin’s prosperity was 
intimately liftked withthe prosperity of these casados. Hie decay of 
tHitf once fabulous city began wheh the flourishing branches of the 

commerce began to be s&veretf. With the prosperous branches 
Wl&tremained Wfcs ottfy the hollow trunk of the city, which
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